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The Buy to let market has become
very challenging over the past
few years. Whereas there has been
a history of considerable capital yields
and decent income yields, that is not
the current situation. 

The two main factors influencing this are Govt policy and an almost zero rate of house price increases, 

especially recently in the S East. Those Govt policy changes encompassed SDLT, taxation changes to 

treatment of relief on finance costs, extra checks on portfolio landlords and lastly the tightening safety 

margin calculations (ICR) which affect permissible loan size. 

However, when done correctly BTL remains a good investment

Buy To Let Mortgages

What is a buy to let mortgage?
Buy to Let mortgages are generally arranged on an interest only basis, although a conventional 
repayment mortgage is acceptable. The option to have interest only arises because “sale of asset” is 
seen by lenders as an acceptable means of returning their capital to them. Of course, there are many 
other ways that you can pay back the lender e.g. from savings or other investments. 

There are two reasons that an interest-only mortgage is an advantage:

 •  BTL is usually done a source of additional income. Monthly payments are cheaper because   
 there is no capital element as is required for a repayment mortgage.

 •  Achieving the desired loan size, especially if a high LTV is required, see below. 

The lender needs to know that there is sufficient rent to cover the payments on the mortgage and each 
lender uses their own particular set of calculations to determine this. The higher the mortgage 
payment, for example by having a repayment mortgage, the higher the rent needs to be for a given loan 
size. That calculation includes a safety margin and is known as an Income Cover Ratio (ICR). Typically is 
asks for the rent to be at least 45% more that the mortgage, when the mortgage is calculated at a 
stressed interest rate of 5.5%. This is NOT the actual interest rate you will pay. SEE OUR BTL 
CALCULATOR FOR ASSISTANCE.

There are other factors that a lender will use to determine allowable loan size including whether you 
are an individual or portfolio landlord, whether or you are a basic or higher rate taxpayer, or whether 
you opt for fixed rate mortgages usually of 5 yrs or more. Some lenders might also use some of your 
personal income in their calculation. 

As with any mortgage application, the lender will want to know a lot more about you than just knowing 
the rent. Frequently but always, there is a minimum personal income for basic eligibility.
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Interest Rates
Interest rates on buy to let mortgages are typically higher than residential rates and usually have higher 
arrangement fees. In the past this margin over residential rates was in excess on 3% but in the current very 
competitive market it is possible in certain circumstances to get BTL mortgages at about 0.25% higher 
that residential interest rates.

Deposit
The minimum deposit is usually 20% which is larger than with residential mortgages. However, achieving 
80% LTV is not easy and the normal minimum deposit is 25%.

Stamp Duty and Tax
When you purchase an investment property, you will have to pay Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) at the 
increased rate.

Your solicitor will be able to tell you the exact amount due but our calculator should give you an indication 
of how much you are likely to pay if you are a private individual buying a standard residential property.

As a landlord, any profit you make from renting out a property will also be liable for income tax. There are 
ways to reduce your tax bill by offsetting certain costs against the received rental income, including 
property repairs and maintenance, finance costs, insurance and any letting, management or legal fees. 
Your accountant will be able to help you with this.

Sale of the property could also trigger Capital Gains Tax and again an accountant will help you with this. 

Limited Company Buy To Let Mortgages 
Use of a Limited Company to buy or to transfer ownership of an existing BTL held in personal names has 
become a fashionable trend, but there are some warnings of note
 •  The interest rate you pay for a mortgage is normally slightly higher than for a private individual

 •  Although the mortgage will be in the name of the company, the application form will require all  
 the details of directors and major shareholders.

 •  The major shareholders and directors will still be required to give personal guarantees to the  
 lender. This means that the liability for the mortgage is the same as for a private individual.

 •  A common reason to use a limited company has been to counter taxation changes to treatment  
 of finance costs. A NOTE OF CAUTION. The case of Elizabeth Ramsay Vs HMRC 2016 established  
 the situation regarding limited companies and what constituted a business activity. Despite being  
 in a limited company name, there will a number of cases where HMRC do not consider it a business  
 and the tax treatment will be as though you are a private individual. Again, you should consult an  
 accountant.

Where and What to Buy
When choosing an area to purchase a new property in, there are a number of factors to consider:

 •  Will the rent be enough to make the investment profitable once you have made allowances for  
 regular expenditure such as agent’s fees /maintenance etc?

 •  What is the demand for rented property in the area you are considering? Some areas have an  
 over-supply and some have no next to no demand for rental property. 

 •  Who is looking to rent property in the area – students/families/young professionals/commuters.  
 experienced broker before you commit yourself to purchasing 
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There are number of styles of property that lenders have traditionally been unhappy to lend on. Examples 
of this are;  certain types of concrete construction, certain ex-local authority blocks, some new build 
blocks, apartments over restaurants and other commercial activity. It is always worth checking with an 
experienced broker before you commit yourself to purchasing 

Insurance
All lenders will insist that you have appropriate buildings insurance in place and you should make sure 
that the insurance is specifically designed for landlords. Most lenders specify how much you should 
insure the building for. This is usually known as the rebuilding cost. It is not the purchase price. 
Sometimes this rebuilding figure will appear on the valuation report, sometimes it will be in the Terms and 
Conditions of your mortgage. 

If you intend to supply any furniture or white goods in the property, you should include Landlords 
Contents cover as well. 

It is possible to buy insurances to cover problems with tenants and for maintenance issues. As with any 
insurance there are terms and conditions. Some important ones are:

 •  If the insurance concerns the tenant, rent arears and legal costs, the insurer may well have to  
 vet the tenant before cover is offered

 •  A landlord or his agent have to visit the property with specified frequency. Normally every 6  
 months or 3 months if the property is occupied; or weekly or fortnightly if it is empty. This has an  
 effect on the price of the insurances. Whatever the situation, you must comply with that   
 requirement or a claim could be rejected.

Let To Buy
This is a very useful option. 

In its simplest form this involves you making your new purchase whilst keeping your current home; if 
there is a mortgage on your current home, you convert it to a BTL mortgage using the rental income as 
the justification for the loan size thereby extracting your current mortgage commitment from any 
calculation to do with affordability for any mortgage for your new home. 

This can open some useful doors:

 •  House purchase “chains” have a habit of breaking down. Courtesy of let-to-buy, if your   
 purchase is now no longer reliant on sale it could put you in strong bargaining position   
 and could even rescue the chain. You do not have to keep the BTL mortgage forever; you might  
 only keep it for a few months to help with the chain and sell at your leisure.

 •  Whereas you were previously relying on sale to produce enough for the deposit for the new  
 home, the BTL mortgage can be used to capital raise too. Given that a BTL mortgage is likely only  
 to get to 75% LTV, the cash released is less than if you sold but it could still release enough to buy.  
 Again, you could then sell at your leisure and reduce the mortgage on your new home.

 •  Of course you can keep your previous house as an investment and will be totally “legal” because  
 you are on a proper BTL mortgage.
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Consent To Let
One variation on Let to Buy, is asking your current mortgage lender for consent to let the property. If 
granted, this consent is normally or a specific period, typically a year or two, after which you would be 
expected either to convert to a normal BTL mortgage or sell.

There are a few of advantages to this:

 •  You will normally remain on your existing residential mortgage product, which is likely to be  
 cheaper than a BTL product

 •  It is quicker, easier and cheaper to arrange than a let to buy.

 •  Like let to buy the costs of your existing mortgage will be extracted from the affordability   
 calculation for your new loan

BUT there is one condition for consent to let, namely that you are not allowed to raise any capital. So, if 
you need to raise money for deposit, I am afraid that his option is closed to you.
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25 YEARS IN BUSINESS, THE BEST IN THE AREA. 

EASY TO DEAL WITH, INTUITIVE & VERY TRUSTED.

OUR BROKERS ARE ALL FULLY QUALIFIED & VERY PERSONABLE.

Mortgage broker &
specialist finance advice
in London & South East.

We provide expert advice to cater for most property finance requirements, including residential, refinancing, expats, 

landlords, holiday let mortgages & developer finance.  As an independent mortgage broker our advisers are not 

restricted to a limited number of lenders. We are able to search the whole market including the broker only deals.
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140 Long Lane, Bexleyheath DA7 5AH

INDUSTRY LEADING MORTGAGE & FINANCIAL EXPERTS
We have a experienced & friendly management team in place. A unique blend of
institutionally trained financial experts & independent mortgage professionals who
manage conventional mortgages right through to complex large financial exit strategies.
Talk to us, our leadership team are here to help


